
1) Which colonies came under the southern colonial region?

2) Name the religious faction that was prevalent in the New England Colonies.

Answer the questions based on the chart.

Name :
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3) Which colonial region had a variety of settlers from other countries and why?

4) Write a short note on the climatic conditions of the New England Colonies.

5) List out the three types of government that existed in the colonies.
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1) Which colonies came under the southern colonial region?

The colonies in the southern region were Virginia, Maryland, North and

South Carolina and Georgia.

2) Name the religious faction that was prevalent in the New England Colonies.

The religious faction prevalent in the New England Colonies was Puritanism.

Answer the questions based on the chart.

Name :
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Answer key

3) Which colonial region had a variety of settlers from other countries and why?

The middle colonial region had a variety of settlers from other countries

beacuse this region had fertile soil which made farming easy. Also, the

government here encouraged religious freedom.

4) Write a short note on the climatic conditions of the New England Colonies.

The New England Colonies had long and cold winters and mild summers.

Since the climate was not farmer-friendly, people had to earn their living in

ways other than agriculture.

5) List out the three types of government that existed in the colonies.

The three types of government that existed in the colonies were the Royal,

the Charter and the Proprietary government.
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